Abstract. An approximate analytical solution of ignition of the fuel porous particles has been brought. The impact of thermal radiation on the characteristics and conditions of the ignition has been considered. The verification of the solution has been obtained by comparing the calculated characteristics (delay time of ignition and the ignition temperature) with similar values obtained using the previously derived formulas.
Introduction
According to experts [1] coal will continue to be the main fuel and energy resource. However, high anthropogenic (large emissions of nitrogen oxides and sulfur) traditional ways of organizing the combustion, creates prerequisites for the development of new innovative methods of burning coal. The latter can be based on improving methods of fuel preparation (coal ultrafine grinding [2] ) and burning (the use of plasma [3] or microwave illumination [4] ). However, these methods entail an increase of costs of reconstruction and operation of boiler equipment. One of the most promising technical solutions is the combustion of coal in coalwater fuel (CWF).
Сoal-water fuel -mixture of fine-grained coal (50-60%) and water (49-39%) with the addition of additives and plasticizers (1%). In general case the drop of CWF is highly porous structure with water-filled pores. It should be noted that this technology (despite more than fifty years of history of development [5] ) has not been widely used in thermal power plants. The last is, most likely, due to inadequate basic aspects conceived of the theory of ignition of such fuels. Numerical methods [6] [7] [8] allow to make calculations (even with full flowing together of the complex physic-chemical processes) thermal preparation and ignition of particles of CWF. However, such techniques are difficult to apply when designing combustion equipment of boiler units. The latter is due to high demands on high-performance computer technology and the availability of special programmatic components. For this reason, the analytical solution of the problem of ignition of fuel is the most appropriate for the development of the normative recommendations of designing combustion equipment the water-coal boiler units.
The paper discusses approximate analytical solution of the ignition CWF particles within a model of highly porous structure with low thermal characteristics.
Mathematical formulation of the problem the ignition
In the initial time (t=0) a drop of water coal fuel, which represents a highly porous carbon structure with water-filled pores, gets in a high temperature environment. Obviously, such high water-cut fuel particle will not ignite until its complete "dehydration". Porous structure with low thermal conductivity and heat capacity remains after complete drying. A further thermal effect on the particle initiates inflammation. Solving problems of inert heating [9] and evaporation [10] have already been known. Mathematical formulation of the problem of ignition of porous carbon particles consists of the following system of non-stationary differential equations in private derivatives:
The equation of heat conduction with a chemical heat formation:
The system of equations (1-3) has been solved under the following boundary conditions and closing relations
Taking into consideration that the porous frame has a high thermal resistance, it is possible to tell with confidence that ignition will take place in a thin surface layer. In this case, the system (1-3) can lead to the following form:
The system (4-6) has no analytical solution, due to nonlinear boundary conditions [radiant component of heat transfer is in equation (5)]. To avoid this nonlinearity, you can resort to betake of linearization type [11] :
EPJ Web of Conferences
Let's consider dimensionless variables, using the transformation of Frank-Kamenetskii [12] :
As a result, the system (4)- (6) is converted to the following form:
The solution of the problem of ignition will be carried out in the framework of the adiabatic theory [13] . Accordingly, the ignition process can be divided into two consequent stages (Figure.2.):
1. Inert heating to a temperature (on the surface of particles) start of ignition; 2. Ignition of the fuel. The expression (9) can be divided into two equations based on the above assumptions:
The solution of equation (14) has been discussed in detail in [14] . We'll carry out the method of operational calculus [15] the solution of the equation (13) , most frequently in engineering practice, the ratio of the temperatures ((T(0,t))/T_c )≤0.65. Accordingly, we'll consider the following system of equations: 
where:
The ignition process is fast, according to [15] , the display f (τ) → F(s) is found from the condition that τ "little" and the time display s great. As a result, the system (15)-(18) has been brought to the form:
To solve the system (19)- (22) we need to carry the proper change of variables:
Accordingly, the expression (19) is converted to the form: 
The solution of this equation will be the following relationship:
You might guess that the constant B will be equal to zero, respectively equation (25) will take the following form: 
Let's move from the field of displays back to the originals:
As it has already been known [15] at the transition to the artwork of the originals is necessary to consider the convolution property mappings, respectively:
Taking into consideration that:
, ,
the expression (32) can be reduced to the following form:
In order to get rid of the complex of
we'll decompose the function Ki(η) in a Taylor series:
K W | Accordingly, the equation (34) can be represented in the following way:
It is obvious that the following expression is the solution of the equation (36) 
where "erfc" is the error function of Gauss [16] . The ignition process is localized in the most energy-intensive location (on the surface) particles, therefore:
We'll transform (38) relatively θ(0,t):
If the magnitude of the temperature we'll choose the temperature of the beginning of ignition, at the boundary of solutions of the equations (13)- (14) executes the condition of cross linking. It is not hard to guess that in this case, the warm-up time (the period from the beginning of exposure to heat until ignition) can be calculated from the following expression:
It is known [14] that the full induction period can be represented as the sum of times of warming up and ignition of particles:
where τ ୧୬ୢ induction time [14] :
To determine the minimum (for ignition) temperature of heating of the particles with respect (39) on time and satisfy the condition of "sewing". As a result, after simple transformations we'll get the expression for calculating the temperature of ignition:
where Q = (Bi • θ ୡ + Ki) Let's transform (43) in dimensional form:
Results and Discussion
We'll estimate the time and temperature of heating of the fuel particles at variation of heat transfer conditions. We'll carry tested expressions (40) and (44) on the example of calculation of process of ignition of the particles of the N-gunpowder, by comparison with the previously described formulas [13] .
There are the dependences of temperatures of heating of fuel particles from the ambient temperature under different conditions of heat exchange, in the case of a convective mechanism in Figure 3 . Dependency analysis has shown that in conditions of convective heat transfer a satisfactory consistency (almost in the whole range α≈100÷500 W⁄((m•K)) temperature of heating has been calculated from expression (44) and by the method of [13] . There are the dependences of temperatures of heating of fuel particles from the ambient temperature in the case of convective-radiant heat exchange in Figure 4 . K) ) -the temperature of heating has been calculated from expression (44) -the temperature of the heating has been calculated by the formulas [13] .
Having analyzed the curves, we can say that in the temperature range from Te=500÷800K satisfactory coherence times calculated by the formula (44) given in [13] dependence. The latter may be due to the fact that in [13] considers "quasi-stationary" model of ignition. Figure 5 shows the dependence of the delay times of the ignition from the heat transfer. Similar to figures 5 and 6 it is safe to say that in case of only convective mechanism of heat exchange there is a satisfactory consistency of the results of calculation by formula (40) and the dependence is given in [13] . As we have already emphasized previously, the latter may be due to the fact that in [13] the solution to the problem of ignition in a "quasi-stationary" approximation. This simplification facilitates greatly the modelling procedure, but may lead to large errors. 
Conclusion
Analytical solution of the problem of ignition of porous "dehydrated"-water particles has been obtained by simulation results. This formulas allows you quickly and cost-effectively (without the use of energy-intensive, high-performance computer technology) to perform calculations the most important characteristics of ignition (e.g., ignition delay) and to determine the ignition conditions (minimum required temperature of heating). Testing of deduced formulas (40) and (44) has been carried out by comparing the calculation results of ignition delay time and temperature of heating with the already known [13] values. The curve analysis has showed high consistency of the decisions in the case of convective mechanism of heat transfer Such coherence is observed in a narrow (≈600÷800K) range of ambient temperatures in the radiation-convective heating. The latter may be due to different methods of output calculation formulas.
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